
Kactus2 - Bug #356

qmake.conf:LOCAL_INSTALL_DIR="/opt/myeda/kactus2/3.5.0" but no Help & start complains about

upgrade.cfg

18.01.2018 11:05 AM - Roo Bee

Status: Closed Start date: 23.04.2018

Priority: Normal Due date: 27.04.2018

Assignee: Esko Pekkarinen % Done: 100%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: 3.6   

Description

Building 3.5.0 release on centos-6, to be shared by multiple users, but part of a collection of tools below an isolated ROOTDIR (so

not using /usr/bin, etc.). Using the 3.5.0 tar.gz source release download. In qmake.conf, the LOCAL_INSTALL_DIR setting appears

to serve the function of other open-source tools that would use: ".configure --prefix=ROOTDIR", so I used that to set my target

ROOTDIR.

This appeared to work fairly well. Achieved successful compile, and it runs. Issues so far:

1. minor: Last step of install failed: the "cp kactus2.desktop /dev/null". Thankfully. My install is targeting a ROOTDIR that I don't need

to be root for (it will be a protected dir by the time it is deployed for end-users), and if I had been root, this command would have

destroyed my OS's /dev/null special-file. I don't need or care about the *.desktop file at present and when I need to, I can separately

automate install for each end-user. But the cp to /dev/null is dangerous.

2. minor: On startup of the GUI there's a dialogue:

"Settings upgrade configuration file was not found. Please reinstall Kactus2."

but the upgrade.cfg was installed in the ROOTDIR (i.e. below $LOCAL_INSTALL_DIR).

I can just answer the dialogue to continue for now. Will eventually need a functioning upgrade.cfg within the ROOTDIR. If it has to be

below end-user's home, let me know where, and I can separately automate install for each end-user; but I'd prefer the tool to locate it

within its own ROOTDIR.

3. medium: Help does not work. It opens a two column window, but both columns are blank. STDERR reports:

QTextBrowser: No document for qthelp://com.tut.kactus2.2.0/doc/welcome.html

QTextBrowser: No document for qthelp://com.tut.kactus2.2.0/doc/index.html

(the first from startup, the second from clicking to open Help).

But the ROOTDIR (i.e. below $LOCAL_INSTALL_DIR) has Help/ with: Kactus2Help.qch, Kactus2Help.qhc

Since I'm testing the install as myself, I think I ended up with ~/.config/TUT/kactus2.ini with a combination of entries: One set of

entries created a install time, and 2nd set added or modified at run-time? It has some help-path entries that seem to be from install

time, not run-time. So suspect I can find where in the source this file comes from, and hack it to point them back to the ROOTDIR

(and redo make and install). (Though that becomes really ugly to upgrade the end-user's help-paths for new releases).

If there were env-vars I could set that point the tool at run-time to where to locate upgrade.cfg and the help files, I could use them,

but prefer both of these to default to be located below the tool's own ROOTDIR.

The qmake.conf is already setup to configure where to place the upgrade.cfg and help files within the ROOTDIR. So I don't feel that

hacking on that file further by me would/could result in making the tool look there at runtime. Elsewhere in the code, the tool needs to

be told to use/respect those config settings?

Thanks.

Associated revisions

Revision d3e23f22 - 02.05.2018 08:19 AM - Esko Pekkarinen

[CORRECTIVE] Fixed locating upgrade.cfg at startup for local install settings in linux (refs #356)

Revision 4dda7046 - 02.05.2018 10:09 AM - Esko Pekkarinen

[CORRECTIVE] Fixed locating help files for local install settings in linux (refs #356)
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Revision 31753dc6 - 03.05.2018 11:24 AM - Esko Pekkarinen

[PERFECTIVE] Improved linux installation for user-selected target directory (refs #356).

History

#1 - 23.01.2018 01:00 PM - Esko Pekkarinen

- Assignee set to Esko Pekkarinen

- Target version set to 3.6

#2 - 24.04.2018 08:23 AM - Esko Pekkarinen

- Checklist set to [x] 1. Fix desktop file target, [ ] 2. Check upgrade.cfg location, [ ] 3. Fix help files (possibly x64 issue)

- Due date set to 27.04.2018

- Status changed from New to In Progress

- Start date set to 23.04.2018

- % Done changed from 0 to 20

#3 - 02.05.2018 08:21 AM - Esko Pekkarinen

- Checklist changed from [x] 1. Fix desktop file target, [ ] 2. Check upgrade.cfg location, [ ] 3. Fix help files (possibly x64 issue) to [x] 1. Fix desktop file

target, [x] 2. Check upgrade.cfg location, [ ] 3. Fix help files (possibly x64 issue)

- % Done changed from 20 to 70

#4 - 03.05.2018 11:24 AM - Esko Pekkarinen

- Checklist changed from [x] 1. Fix desktop file target, [x] 2. Check upgrade.cfg location, [ ] 3. Fix help files (possibly x64 issue) to [x] 1. Fix desktop file

target, [x] 2. Check upgrade.cfg location, [x] 3. Fix help files (possibly x64 issue)

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

- % Done changed from 70 to 100
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